WELCOME TO
CHILDREN'S LIT

The Connection.
A baby. A baby learns to speak, crawl, and run. To tumble and fall. To live. To
grow.
A story. A story is but a tiny book, a baby child waiting to be shared. Waiting to
live. Waiting to grow.
Our job as children's librarians is to find the link between the two.
Connecting the baby, the child, the tween, with the story that resonates.

We're going to read, read, read. There is no way to help children learn and yearn to
read without reading these same books ourselves. The first question a kid will ask you
when you recommend a book is, "Have you read it?" And let me tell you, they will
know if you're telling a lie.

The best way I can prepare you to be a children's librarian (with regards to literature) is
to expose you to as many books as you can handle. What is your limit? What are you
willing to do for the kids and families you're going to work with? Are you ready to read
books for children and for tweens, to read articles from peer reviewed journals, to play
around with apps, to listen to audios, to explore websites, watch some anime, and even
to work through every day problems that YA librarians around Kentucky are
experiencing right now?
To compare, to contrast, to explore - heck, to play?
I can't even begin to tell you how excited I am to share the world of children's books
with you.
Come join me. I'm ready. Are you?

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Professor Amy Olson
aol225@uky.edu or amy.olson@ky.gov
I rarely check emails on the weekend, so plan ahead.
Cell: 859-533-8480 M-F between 9-3 ET
Weekends are my family time. Please plan ahead.

Course Syllabus
LIS610 Children's Literature
While primarily focusing on award winning and notable literature and graphic novels,
we are also going to consider alternative methods of literature access via apps,
websites, audios, anime, and other virtual library resources that are appropriate for
children, ages 0-12. We will learn about what is both of interest yet developmentally
appropriate for children and how to consider the variables to make that
determination. We will consider articles published in peer reviewed journals, comparing
and contrasting their thoughts and ideas through our discussions.

As the emphasis is on illustrated and chapter books, the majority of the requirements of
the class will be to read and to discuss them in depth through the Discussion
Tab. There will be no quizzes, no exams. There will be a final paper where you will be
able to choose to write about that which has resonated to you within the class, to flesh
out the bones of your thoughts.
Your class grade will be determined by the thoroughness and thoughtfulness of your
discussion posts, two minor projects, and by your final paper. Basically, the more
you're willing to read and talk about what you've read, the better you will do, it's as
simple as that. This is a heavy reading class, be warned.
I'd strongly encourage you to participate on the discussion boards often - do not think
that one post is enough, but rather see the discussion boards as a true discussion, one
that requires your participation and engagement to get the most out of this class.
Our weeks will run from Wednesday to Tuesday, with the weekly discussion posts and
assignments being released on Wednesdays and due, typically, the following
Tuesday. I did this so you can still have some freedom on the weekends ;)

OBJECTIVES:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

read and digest children's literature (ages 0-12) from a wide variety of genres,
becoming familiar with and able to identify authors and illustrators from diverse
backgrounds
to examine the multi-faceted importance of books without words and folklore
within our multi-lingual world
to have a beginning level of comfortably regarding these children's ALA
awards: John Newbery; Randolph Caldecott; Pura Belpré; Coretta Scott King;
Mildred L. Batchelder; Theodore Seuss Geisel; Odyssey; and Children's Literature
Legacy.
to develop competencies in evaluating children's literature
to discuss how to use literature across the curriculum
to learn about different manners of obtaining literature outside of a dust jacket
(e.g., apps, audios, etc.)
to discuss and problem solve current, real-life problems that happen within the
State of Kentucky by children's librarians

Traditionally picture books encompass the same themes: family life, everyday
experiences, school stories, friends, humor, animals, folk and fairy tales. We are going
to explore these themes as children today would ask for them rather than how
adults might ask for them: funny books, scary books, animal books, superhero
books, and so forth.

UK POLICIES:
Campus-wide University Senate policies: Academic Policy Statements
Academic Offenses
Statement on diversity, equity, and inclusion: Syllabus Statement on Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion (DEI) Statement
Resources Available to Students
Optional Components of a Course Syllabus

Course Summary:
Date
Tue Aug
30, 2022

Details
Assignment Week 1 - Real Life Question
Assignment Week 1 Discussion - Wordless Books (Silent Books) & Reading
Websites / Apps
Assignment Week 1: History of (mostly) English Language Children's
Literature / TED Talk / Implicit Biases / children vs. tweens vs. teens

Tue Sep 6, Assignment Week 2 - Real Life Question
2022
Assignment Week 2 Discussion - Funny Books / Websites
Assignment WEEK 2: READ - Why read to children? / Benefits of Humor /
Geisel Award / Risky Play

Tue Sep
13, 2022

Assignment Week 3 - Real Life Question
Assignment Week 3 Discussion - Superheroes / Friends / Pop-Ups / Legacy
Award

Date
Tue Sep
20, 2022

Details
Assignment Week 4 - Real Life Question
Assignment Week 4 Discussion - Bedtime Books / Music Books / Journal
Articles and videos / 1930s Newbery / World Lit Month

Tue Sep
27, 2022

Assignment Week 5A - Real Life Question
Assignment Week 5A Discussion - Harry Potter / TED / 1940s Newberys &
Caldecotts/ Journals etc.
Assignment Week 5B - PROJECT: Difficult Topics Requested by Adults

Tue Oct 4, Assignment Week 6 - Real Life Question
2022
Assignment Week 6 Discussion - Animals / Batchelder Award / TEDs &
Journals / Newbery & Caldecotts in the 1950s / Are Librarians Neutral?

Tue Oct
11, 2022

Assignment Week 7 Discussion - Art & Folktales / Storytelling / Odyssey
Award / Newbery and Caldecott books - 1960s / TEDS / Articles
Assignment Week 7: Real Life Question

Tue Oct
18, 2022

Assignment Week 8 Discussions - Fairy Tales / Grimms' & Andersen / The
Gruffalo / Newbery & Caldecott 1970s / CSKing 1970s
Assignment Week 8: Real Life Question

Tue Oct
25, 2022

Assignment Week 9 Discussion - Family / Home / Pura Belpre Award /
1980s Newbery, Caldecott and King Awards / TEDs
Assignment Week 9: Real Life Question from LIS610 classmates

Tue Nov 1, Assignment Week 10A - Real Life Question
2022
Assignment Week 10A Discussion - Scary Tales & Apps / Podcasts / 1990s
Newbery, Caldecott and King Awards

Date

Details
Assignment Week 10B - PROJECT: Statement of Intent for the Final Paper

Tue Nov 8, Assignment Week 11A - Your Real Life Questions - Interview with a Public
2022
Librarian
Assignment Week 11A Discussion - Heritage / Heroes / TEDs / journals /
2000s Newbery, Caldecott and King Awards

Tue Nov
15, 2022

Assignment Week 12 - Real Life Question
Assignment Week 12 Discussion - Outside / Survival / TEDs / journals /
Awards (N/C/CSK) / Translation

Tue Nov
22, 2022

Assignment Week 13 - Your Real Life Questions - Interview with a School
Librarian
Assignment Week 13 Discussion - Science / Imagination / Howl's Moving
Castle / TEDs / Journals / 2020 and 2021 Book Awards (N, C, CSK)

Tue Nov
29, 2022

Assignment Week 14 - Real Life Question
Assignment Week 14 Discussion - Concepts

Tue Dec
13, 2022

Assignment Week 11B - PROJECT: FINAL PAPER

ASSIGNMENT:
Week 5 - Tough Topics

Often parents will come in and request materials on the 'difficult' topics. These are
actual requests that I have received from parents asking for materials for their children
and are in no particular order:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Divorce
Racism
Trauma/PTSD
Joy
Not Belonging
Fighting
Racial Inequality
Caregiver Loses Job
Youth Having to Take Care of Siblings
Environmental Activism in Youth
Following Directions
Family Member in Prison
Manners
Jealousy
Physical Disability / Disabilities
Being a Leader
Serious Illness / Long-term Illness
Working in a Group
Loneliness
Failure
LGBTQ+
Bullies
Crossing the Border
Immigrant / Refugee Status
Sexual Abuse
Physical Abuse
Living in Poverty
Dangerous Neighborhoods
Apartment Living
Fear / Anxiety
Depression
Anger
Gangs
ADD / ADHD
Autism Spectrum
Death of Pet
Respecting Physical Boundaries
Separation from Family
New School

Of course, not all of these topics seem like they would be difficult to us, but sometimes
to parents and other adults, they can be. Often an adult's request is connected directly
to specific actions a child is doing or not doing, thus there can be a lot of emotions
involved. At times, with topical requests a patron has to be very vulnerable to a
children's librarian.
If you have an idea that is not on this list, I'm willing to hear you out and
quite possibly allow you to try out your idea.

1. Select what 'difficult topic' you will choose books for.
Go to the Discussions Tab and find the one labeled 'Topics Requested by
Adults - SIGN UP SHEET' and reply a comment with the topic you desire first come first serve. If you are going to try a topic not on this list you'll need to
talk to me. I'll see your post, hit like, and place your name in the table (for some
reason Canvas doesn't allow you to post directly to the table).
A caveat: Some of these topics are really hard and it is possible you will not
find many titles; just do your best. If you get too frustrated, please contact
me and together we will go through what you have found so far, consider
other options, and possibly even swap your topic for another. This
assignment is about the search, the experience, and trying to find the best
titles possible for your patron. It is not about ticking you off or making you
feel like a failure. I am here to help.
Ok, here's the setting:
Pretend that I am a patron sitting at a table, waiting for you to bring me some books
about a certain topic I requested - after you hand me that imaginary book stack, I'll
browse through them and make up my own choice as to which titles I will borrow.
A question you might have is, 'Do I need to explain why I chose these
titles?' And the answer is 'No.'
Generically speaking, I have found that when a patron asks for books on more difficult
topics, they would prefer to digest the materials by themselves, browsing through them
alone at their own pace and making their own choices on what to borrow.
This does put a lot of power in the hands of a children's librarian - what we select
matters. In addition, there is an unspoken agreement that the children's librarian has a
patron's best interests at heart.

pretty cool, huh?

So, by my saying you don't have to discuss the titles you chose, unless you want to, I
am trying to reflect the scenario above. I am trusting that you have made the best
choices you could for me (aka, the imaginary patron) with the materials at hand.
So, to give you a better idea of what I am asking you to do, I have included a
sample below on the topic of Death. Please take time to look at at least a few
of these titles to see what I am looking for in this assignment. I made this
example so you can learn from it, too.
DEATH
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do Fish Sleep? - Jens Raschke / Jens Rassmus
The Purple Balloon - Chris Raschka
Grandpa’s Top Threes – Wendy Meddour / Daniel Egnéus
Pie in the Sky – Remy Lai
A Ring of Endless Light – Madeleine L’Engle
Death is Stupid - Anastasia Higginbotham
The Rough Patch - Brian Lies
The Truth as Told by Mason Buttle – Leslie Connor

What did I consider when I made my choices?
•
•
•
•
•

all received awards, and/or have been labeled as 'notable literature' by ALA and
ALSC, and/or had starred reviews from at least one of the major review journals
contain both Easy (E) and Juvenile (JUV) literature
reflect diversity, are multi-ethnocultural
mirror different experiences of dying and/or death within a context of literature
many are newer titles and will be more likely to be on the shelf in a library

Again, as you are choosing your 6 - 9 titles please don't just read the titles, but read
the books, too; there are some titles that will be waaaaay better than
others. Remember which titles you choose will make a significant difference to your
patrons. The cool part is, as you get to know your patrons you will be able to hone
your selections to their needs.
2. Find SIX to NINE strong LITERATURE (think stories - NOT facts, how-tos,
or guides) titles and post them on canvas. Of course, it is likely (hint hint)
you will need to read more than 6 - 9 titles so that you can find the
better/stronger selections thereby improving the quality of what you're
supplying to your pretend patron.

Consider this: If you had a need, what materials would you expect to get from a youth
librarian?
Regarding Grading:

If you show evidence that you thought through possible titles (not just selecting the
obvious and/or the first five titles that comes up in a search) and made strong choices,
I'll give you full credit and you will have an easy A. You don't have to format the titles
like a formal bibliography - title and author is sufficient.
Poorly chosen titles and/or non-fiction factual titles will be deducted 5 points for each
title.
Honestly, the point of this exercise is to gain experience; when you start your job as a
librarian, you'll already know how to do this part of your job.
Additional Thoughts:
I'm trying to give you the experience of looking for story titles that YOU would think are
strong literature titles - that YOU would recommend to a patron. Pretend your
reputation is on the line as a librarian - if you recommend bad books, a patron won't
come back again next time.
When you give me a list that you think is full of strong literature (story - not factoid)
titles, that honestly works for me.
I don't want people to have to do busy work by writing up their thought processes; I'm
hoping students will look at how I made my choices for the Death example and use
similar criteria for their choices. From what you all have already written, I believe all of
you will try and select the best choices that you can for the patron requesting the
difficult topic.
I might come back and ask you why you chose a title - but that will just be
part of the learning process (for you AND for your classmates) and hopefully
good discussions will come from it.
Final Clarification:
Do not include titles that are the dry-fact oriented titles. Your selections MUST be
literature - poetry, prose, drama, novellas, novels, and so forth.
Also, I want your top choices - not a broad list. I want to see the best of the best not everything you can find. SOOOOO, that means you have to select and go through
the decision-making process.
This assignment is a steppingstone assignment so you know how I will grade and what
I'm looking for. I want you to learn it now before the final; I have been told I'm a hard
grader on the final, so I am trying to help you know, well, me and the quality of work I
expect.

And a gift - At the end of this assignment you can combine all the lists from your
whole class so that you all will have a start of strong recommendations for difficult
topics when you go work at the library (even if you decide not to work with
children). Consider it an early or late birthday present ;)

ASSIGNMENT:
Week 10 - Statement of Intent for the Final Paper
A Statement of Intent must precede the final paper assignment - this allows me to help
you work through your thinking process with regards to your final paper - what you are
thinking about writing on, your resources, etc., and will allow me to talk you through
your project where needed.
The length of your Statement of Intent should not exceed 500 words; keep it simple - I
just need the bones. Feel free to use bullet points or another method - just make sure
I can understand where you're going with your thoughts.
The statement of intent must include a brief explanation of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the thesis of your paper and how you anticipate exploring your thesis in the final
paper
the work(s) on which the final paper will be based - which books of children's
literature are you using?
make sure you're using books that are for ages 0-12 (don't jump into YALSAland)
your anticipated primary sources for the final paper
additional sources are recommended and strongly encouraged (hint, hint)
do not use random websites but rather use solid, reputable (peer reviewed when
possible) materials and sites

There will be a thread on the discussion board for you to post this to or if you would
prefer to keep our dialog private, you can email it to me directly.

ASSIGNMENT:

Assigned Week 11 and due Week 14 - Final Paper
ou many select any theme that is of interest to you that pertains to children's literature
that has arisen in your mind from any of the readings assigned for this class. The
paper's topic must have my approval, and this will be done through a Statement of
Intent. [You will have completed the Statement of Intent by now.]

There can be a number of approaches to this assignment, some examples are:
a formal essay
an analysis of a key passage or character
a discussion about cultural values as presented with the texts chosen
an analysis of recurring motifs
social and cultural analysis through literature
Having said this, I am open to your suggestions as well, so please do not let these
bullet points act as a limiter to your creativity.
The final paper will be due on December 13, 2021 at 11:59 pm.
I will use the information below to determine your grade on your final paper. If you are
ask yourself these questions below, and find that you have done as instructed, then
you're almost certain to get an A.
1. Your paper must include at least 3 illustrated (easy fiction or non-fiction, EFIC/ENF)
books and 3 juvenile/chapter (juvenile fiction or non-fiction, JF/JNF) books. Teen books
will not count towards this requirement.
2. Your paper must include at least EIGHT sources from peer reviewed journals,
textbooks, and/or other scholarly works. At least FIVE of these should be chosen from
journal articles you have already read for this class.
3. Your paper must include information from at least four different TED talks that we
watched for class.
4. Please have a title for your paper as well as a bibliography of your sources - I don't
have a preference as to format for the bibliography. Additionally, please list the sources
and TED talks your used from class in an additional section for my ease of access.
(Links to an external site.)

5. The paper is to be no less than 7 pages and no more than 12, 12 pt easy to read
font, and double spaced.
6. Plagiarism will receive an F.
Do yourself and your grade a favor and read your paper before turning it in heck, have a friend read it - check for clarity of thought as well as
grammatical/spelling/punctuation errors (this is a hint, by the way). Did I
mention you need to proofread? Read your paper out loud before you turn it
in. Does it make sense to you?
MORE DETAILS - the nitty gritty of what I'm looking for in your paper:
Analyze your Introduction
Does your introduction place your thesis into context?
Do you define your terminology?
Do you draw the reader in and clearly direct them to your thesis?

Analyzing Your Thesis
Does your thesis say what you mean and/or want it to say?
Does your thesis make points that are worth considering or are you pontificating - is
your reader (ahem, me) going to care?
Does your thesis provide some sense of structure?

Consider the Structure of Your Paper
Are the main points in your paper:
relevant?
adequately and equally developed?
interesting?
cogent? Will I be convinced?

supported, not just personal opinion?
correct?
clear?
concise? Do you wander about in circles before getting to your point?

Conclusion
Does it sum up your main points and support your thesis?
Did you pad your conclusion with fluff just to get the paper done or did you come to
a thorough finishing point?
Do you leave the reader with something to ponder?

